Diesel Tractors

5 World Proven Yanmar Diesel Tractors, 16 to 33 HP

You get big tractor features in Yanmar's full line of easy to operate compact tractors. Choose an 18, 22, 27, or 33 HP Yanmar Diesel and get Shuttle Power Shift standard. Mounted on the steering column for easy fingertip control, it lets you shift on the go without clutching.

You get the ease of automatic without the power loss of hydraulic or hydrostatic type transmissions. Plus Yanmar's 2-speed Live Power Take-Off keeps your implements working even when you slow down or stop. So you do more work in less time.

Even our "Little Big Performer" the 16 HP diesel tractor offers you an all gear transmission, a hydraulic pump with live hydraulics and an easy to use 3 point hitch. All standard.

Now, get a world of difference in a full line of compact diesel tractors. Get a Yanmar.

KROMER CO.
MOUND, MINNESOTA 612/472-4167
This year has seen the continued growth of the MINNESOTA GOLF COURSE SUPERINTENDENTS' ASSOCIATION. More and more golf courses are seeing the value in having a golf course superintendent and in having him be a member of the M.G.C.S.A. Effort has also been placed in making each monthly meeting more educational.

During this past year many of the programs started in 1980 were continued successfully including the noon luncheon meeting format and research projects for sand top-dressing, fungicides and fertilizers.

The first day of our conference now qualifies the superintendent for Minnesota State Pesticide Recertification. This was a big breakthrough. We also tried, whenever possible, to include an educational speaker with our noon luncheon business meeting.

Changes have also been initiated which will streamline new member approval into our association.

It has been a privilege and an honor to serve as your president this year. I have enjoyed it very much and it has indeed been a learning experience for me. I have been very fortunate in having an excellent Executive Board with which to work and I wish to thank each of them for all the work they have done for me and the association. I also want to thank all those who served on committees.

I look forward to being a member of this association for years to come.

— Quickie —

Middle age: That difficult period between adolescence and retirement when you have to take care of yourself.
Selective Postemergent Controls for Poa Annua and Enhancement of Desirable Turf

By Dr. Roy L. Goss

Extension Agronomist, Western Washington Research and Extension Center, Washington State University, Puyallup, WA.

There are multitudes of excuses for high populations of annual bluegrass in our turf, but this weedy grass is not necessary and we should not complacently accept it as fate. Before exploring methods of postemergence control, let us gear our thinking to some of the reasons why it is so dominant on a significant portion of our turfgrass facilities.

1. **Overirrigation.** The majority of golf course superintendents apply excessive water. Annual bluegrass proliferates under conditions of excess moisture. Bentgrasses, fescues and ryegrasses perform better with good drainage and some moisture stress. As we all know, annual bluegrass will not withstand much stress from moisture, heat or cold. Most of us are not willing to extensively sample the soil to determine whether irrigation can be delayed a day or more. It is easier to irrigate. And, of course, some use the excuse that greens become too firm although there is no sign of stress. If you use this excuse, you are admitting your own shortcomings and not addressing the main problem. Many acres of turfgrasses are overwatered simply to catch a few dry spots that will not be rewet through normal watering practices. Continually moist surfaces provide an optimum environment for germination of annual bluegrass as well.

2. **Excessive fertilizer.** Applications of nitrogen and phosphorus are the two main offending elements. Annual bluegrass can withstand a wide range of nitrogen nutrition, but flourishes under high nitrogen fertility. Adequate quality can be maintained with the other desirable turfgrasses with lesser amounts of nitrogen. High nitrogen pre-disposes desirable turfgrasses to heat, cold and drought stress and can also cause a decrease in the root system. Excessive phosphorus is of absolutely no value to the desirable turfgrasses although it will enhance seed production of annual bluegrass while there are no seed being produced by desirable turfgrasses. Great quantities of seed produced by annual bluegrass insure its re-establishment.

3. **Improper timing of aerification and verticutting.** When these mechanical practices are carried out at the time of optimum germination of *Poa annua* (during late summer and early fall chiefly) we are assured of excellent germination and establishment of annual bluegrass.

4. **Loss of turf to pests.** With our northern cool season grasses, desirable turfgrass loss due to diseases is probably more significant than all other pest causes. If we cannot adequately protect our turfgrasses through fungicidal applications then we should be prepared to overseed these areas with desirable grasses early in the season to prevent annual bluegrass from dominating.

5. **Loss of turf from puddled and compacted surfaces and traffic.** We can prevent this type of problem on putting greens by building them properly with sand, increasing drainage activity, or initiating and maintaining a sand topdressing program. Traffic control is another matter and must be dealt with in each situation.

6. **Loss of turf from various stress factors.** Hydrophobic soils on putting greens (particularly sands) can result in the loss of all grasses. Aeration and the judicious use of soil surfactants will help to eliminate this problem and prevent overirrigation to the major areas. Heat stress can be partially corrected through light syringing and desiccation losses can be minimized by employing protective measures that we already know.

**SELECTIVE POSTEMERGENT CONTROL OF ANNUAL BLUEGRASS**

A number of selective postemergent and also preemergent chemicals have been tested at Washington State University's research station at Puyallup, Washington over a large number of years. From the period of 1975 through 1979 extensive investigations were made with endo-thall turf herbicide as the disodium salt. Tom Cook, currently of Oregon State University, was the project leader on the initial investigations. Endo-thall was tested at various rates on all of the common cool season genera and was found to be most effective on all except the fine leaved fescues. It is extremely toxic to the fine leaved fescues at all but the lowest rates which were not adequate to give good annual bluegrass control. Therefore, we do not recommend the use of endo-thall turf herbicide on the fine leaved fescues. Investigations with the various bentgrasses indicated that the velvet bentgrasses were not tolerant to endo-thall, and therefore we do not recommend use on the velvet bentgrasses.

The labelled rates of endo-thall as early as 1975 even with repeat applications at two week intervals did not give adequate control of annual bluegrass while continued use caused excessive discoloration and thinning of desirable turfgrasses. It was subsequently found that a single application of higher concentrations resulted in a better kill of annual bluegrass with only minor color loss of the desirable grasses. In general, our applied rates resulted in a color loss of the desirable grasses about 2 points on a scale of 1 to 9. This small loss of color is little price to pay for effective annual bluegrass control.

It is very important to achieve continued on Page 6
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Extends Best Wishes For
Your Holidays And For
Many Pleasant Associations In 1982

NOVEMBER MEETING HIGHLIGHTS

THE LONG LAKE FORD GANG. Our hosts for cocktails. Left to right, Jim Cox, G. T. Shaughnessy, Mary McCarty, Milton Hansen and Don Merschman.

LONG LAKE EQUIPMENT. Russ Adams, left and Jerry Bibbey took over the tractors before heading for the bar.

HAPPY NEW MEMBERS. Just approved new members are, left to right, Pat Casby, Tom Maki, Scott Greenseth and Guy Lohman.

CONGRATULATIONS

To CARL ANDERSON, Life Member and retired superintendent at the Woodhill Country Club, for shooting his age of 74 on Friday, November 6. There was no report on the amount of money he won on the round!

To DAN HANSEN, golf course superintendent at the Minikahda Club, for his article entitled "Be Fair To Your Fairways" published in the November/December edition of GOLF COURSE MANAGEMENT, the official publication of the Golf Course Superintendents of America.

We're seen in all the right places.

E-Z-GO
TEXTRON

E-Z-GO UPPER MIDWEST
5900 University Avenue N.E.
Fridley, Minn. 55432
(612)571-4230
complete wetting of the turfgrass plants when applying endothall. The more thorough the cover the better the kill in a single application to annual bluegrass. Our work was accomplished with water and herbicide rates of approximately 100 gallons per acre. Although smaller volumes under most circumstances will control the weed, higher volumes gave a more consistent kill.

**TIMING AND APPLICATION RATES OF ENDOTHALL**

**Kentucky Bluegrass.** Applications were most effective when applied between early-June and mid-September when turfgrass plants were not under moisture nor heat stress. Avoid applications if daytime temperatures normally exceed about 85°F. The best suggested guideline for applications on Kentucky bluegrass and turftype perennial ryegrass when overseeding is not necessary is as follows:

- **Nitrogen.** Apply 1 lb available N per 1000 sq ft the middle of May.
- **Bensulide.** Apply 10 lb of active ingredient per acre at the time of fertilization or within one week.
- **Endothall.** Apply 2.5 lb per acre in late May or early June.

Repeat nitrogen application 10 days to two weeks after endothall application to stimulate new growth and recovery from endothall.

It is not advisable to make a repeat application of endothall for at least 8 weeks following the first application. The system that worked good at Puyallup was to apply all treatments the same as listed above beginning in early August. For most areas, the program would allow adequate time for recovery and fill in of turfgrasses before reduced growth rates in fall.

**Creeping and Colonial Bentgrasses.** Applications are most effective between late April and mid-June and again during early to mid-September provided environmental stresses do not prevail. Summer applications are acceptable during mild periods when temperatures are below 80°F and moisture stress is not a factor. Endothall should not be applied when frost is likely to occur as excess discoloration and injury to desirable grasses may occur.

A suggested program for endothall applications to colonial and creeping bentgrass turf can be described as follows:

- **Nitrogen.** Apply about 1 lb of available nitrogen per 1000 sq ft between mid-April and the 1st of May.
- **Bensulide.** Apply 10 lb active ingredient per acre one week after the nitrogen application.

**Endothall.** Apply 1 to 1.25 lb active ingredient per acre approximately one week after the bensulide application.

Repeat the nitrogen application within 10 days to 2 weeks following the endothall treatment.

Fairway bentgrasses can be treated in the same manner for the putting greens described above but the rate of endothall should be increased to approximately 1.75 to 2.0 lb active ingredient per acre. A repeat application may be made on either putting greens or bentgrass fairways 8 weeks after the initial treatment provided that environmental stresses are not a factor.

**USE OF ENDOTHALL WITHOUT PREEMERGENCE HERBICIDES**

Endothall has virtually no soil activity and only a very short foliar residual activity. After the death of mature annual bluegrass plants the seed which has previously been shed readily germinate and reestablish their areas.

It may be too dangerous to apply preemergence herbicides in conjunction with endothall where turfgrass stands are dominated by *Poa annua*. Fill in of desirable grasses may be too slow and could result in large bare areas for extended periods of time. An alternative to the use of preemergence herbicides at least in the initial one to two years we suggest the following program:

1. Apply nitrogen and endothall in the manner described previously.
2. Immediately overseed with slicer-seeder and broadcast applications preceded by spiking, aeration, etc.
3. Topdress to maintain smooth, uniform conditions on putting greens and delete this operation on larger turfgrass areas.
4. Raise the mowing height on putting greens to a height of 5/16 inch. We all know this is an objectionable height but with light, frequent sand topdressing the putting greens can be played even during the period of reestablishment.
5. Keep the surface moist at all times to insure rapid and uniform germination of the applied seed.
6. Within a period of 4-6 weeks gradually reduce mowing height in small increments until the desired putting green height is achieved while continuing the light, frequent sand topdressings.

IT is possible to make two such treatments in a single year although one treatment will probably give significant results and can be repeated in subsequent years as desired. In the second year if it is determined that an adequate population of bentgrass has been achieved on the putting green than I would strongly recommend the use of bensulide preceding the endothall treatment and do not practice subsequent overseeding. It has been found that endothall applications are approximately 60-80% effective in the removal of annual bluegrass and therefore additional applications are necessary. When the annual bluegrass population has been reduced to very low levels repeated application and judicious can be made at the discretion of the superintendent.

**OVERSEEDING METHODS FOLLOWING ENDOTHALL OR ENDOTHALL/BENSULIDE TREATMENTS**

Investigations were made by Dr. John Roberts (currently at the University of New Hampshire) and R.L. Goss at Washington State University's research station at Puyallup during 1978 and 1979 on reestablishment of bentgrass turf on putting greens following endothall or endothall/bensulide applications. It was found that when endothall was used alone or when applied one week following the application of bensulide there was a significant control of annual bluegrass in a mixed population of Highland bentgrass and *Poa annua*. Approximately 80-80% of the initial annual bluegrass population was destroyed following the endothall treatments.

The most effective overseeding technique involved two passes with a spike air cultivator followed by a Rogers seeder and a subsequent mowing height of 5/16 inch when endothall was applied at 1 lb active ingredient per acre. When bensulide was applied preceding the endothall application the best germination and establishment of overseeded bentgrass occurred when the area was aerified and seed was placed with a drop seeder. Rogers (slicer-seeder) seeding following bensulide/endothall application resulted in thinner stands of bentgrass but were yet a significant means of establishment of bentgrass through bensulide.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In conclusion we might reiterate that good maintenance practices of proper water control, adequate but controlled fertilization, good pest management, and judicious timing...
WHERE THERE’S SMOKE – STAY LOW AND KEEP COOL!

When you check into a large hotel, as you may during GCSAA's 53rd International Turfgrass Conference and Show in New Orleans January 31-February 5, one small precaution may save your life. When you enter your room, take a moment to glance down the hallway and note the location of the stairwells. It will only take a second and you may not get another chance.

Fires in large hotels have become frighteningly familiar news stories lately, especially with two disastrous fires in Las Vegas hotels in a relatively short time. Unfortunately, most people think disasters of that type are something that only happens to other people. With more than 5,000 hotel fires in a year, the odds may catch up with you.

In a hotel fire, the flames are not the killers. Smoke, usually coupled with panic, is. That's why you should memorize the location of the stairwells as well as the layout of your room. You may not be able to see them very well later. If you do smell smoke in the middle of the night, don't be in a hurry to flee. Call the hotel desk and report it to the fire department. They may have everything under control and if they don't, at least someone will know where you are. If you do leave your room, stay low and stay calm. Crawl to the stairwell and make your way down, keeping a firm grip on the handrail.

Not everyone may be as calm as you, and you could be trampled. Don't try to take the elevator down and unless you're on the lower three floors, don't try to jump. If you run into a dense area of smoke be sure to prop the door open so you won't be locked out. Many people have remained unharmed in their rooms while others died trying to escape. It's a judgment call, but if you decide to stay in your room, several precautions can increase your chances of survival.

1) Turn on the bathroom vent. Fill the tub with water for firefighting purposes. Stuff wet towels under the door. If the door and walls are hot, keep throwing water on them. Keep everything wet and don't worry about the mess. 2) If your room has a window or sliding door, open it, but keep an eye on it. There may be more smoke outside than inside. If there is fire outside the window, get rid of the draperies and anything nearby that might be combustible. Keep pouring water around the window. 3) If you swing a wet towel around the room, it will help clear the smoke. Another wet towel tied around your nose and mouth will filter the air you breathe.

continued from Page 6

of all applications will materially assist in Poa annua control. The use of reasonable levels of sulfur (3.5 lb per 1000 sq ft or more per year) and reduction of phosphate to perhaps 1/2 and not exceeding 1 lb P₂O₅ phosphorus per 1000 sq ft per year will give bentgrasses and advantage over annual bluegrass. Bluegrasses can be treated in much the same manner as the bentgrasses with the exception that high sulfur levels may not be necessary above the actual nutritional requirements.

I believe we have clearly demonstrated that endothall is a viable postemergent control chemical for annual bluegrass and if used with discretion along with good cultural and fertility programs, we can go a long way toward controlling and possibly eliminating annual bluegrass in desirable turfgrass areas.

1Presented at the 32nd Annual Canadian Turfgrass Conference and Show, Vancouver, British Columbia, March 1-4, 1981.
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MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR
from the KROMER CO

MOUND, MINNESOTA
TELEPHONE 612-472-4167
Greensmaster 3®
The Professional without equal.

Quick disconnect reel motors simplify conversion from cutting unit to thatching reel or spiking reel. Customizing options include reel shutoff kit, quick height of cut adjustment, choice of 3 rollers, brush/scaper.

The Toro® Greensmaster 3" is top ranked in quality of cut because no other greensmower in the world has cutting heads isolated from the traction unit and grass baskets. That means a uniform cutting height, appearance and playing characteristic to each and every green. Powered by a 14 HP Kohler engine, it is a fast and agile performer.

Sand Pro®
The Professional for performance.

The Toro® Sand Pro® is the only sand trap rake with total hydraulic power. That means lower maintenance, longer life and superior performance. The Sand Pro® maneuvers completely around in its own length for raking traps and tight "peninsulas." Hydraulic motors on all wheels, with no gears or belts to maintain.

Attachments make the Sand Pro® even more useful. Options include spiker, finish-grader, edger and drag mat.

Comes standard with ATV tires for excellent traction in sand, good flotation on greens.
Hahn SPRAY-PRO
SPRAY-PRO designed for convenience, built for dependable service.

SPRAY-PRO 4-Wheel Self-Propelled Sprayer
For golf greens, grounds, lawn care and Ag uses. Fast, precision spraying of herbicides, insecticides, and liquid fertilizer.
Compact size for maneuverability, yet it has 160 gal. polytank with patented Hahn jet agitation. 15-ft. 3-section folding boom for 16½ ft. coverage. Use all 3 sections or individually.
Centrifugal pump: 100 PSI max., 55 gpm max. Optional Hand Gun

CONVERTS TO PRECISION SPREADER
Pendulum action spreader for more accurate pattern than any other method. Spreads 1000 lbs. of sand for top dressing over a 3000 sq. ft. area in two minutes — 12 ft. swath. Also spreads fertilizer, seed, or lime — 20 to 45 ft. swath. Powered by auxiliary drive from vehicle engine. Capacity — 1000 lbs. of sand or 700 lbs. of fertilizer.

Diesel or GASOLINE
TRACTOR BUNTON MOWERS
YOUR CHOICE
19.6 hp KOHLER AIR-COOLED
19 hp WISCONSIN DIESEL
30 hp DEUTZ DIESEL
61 or 71 inch MOWERS
(MULCHING OR SIDE DISCHARGE)

ROTARY BROOM, SNOW THROWER
SNOW BLADE or SNOW PLOW
ALL WEATHER CAB
R.O.P.S. (Roll over Protection System)

ROBERTSON TURF CARE PRODUCTS IS NOW UNDER THE DIRECTION OF TWO NEW OWNERS, TOM & JOE SAMPAIR. WE ARE DEDICATED TO BUILDING A STRONG ORGANIZATION FOR YOU THROUGH *NEW INNOVATIONS, *BETTER PRODUCTS, *FAST SERVICE
WE LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING YOU SOON AND GIVING YOU THE FULL DETAILS ON OUR NEW COMPANY AND OUR ENTIRE LINE OF TURF MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS, ALONG WITH THE NEW 1982 HARLEY-DAVIDSON GOLF CAR.
WE MAINTAIN A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT FOR:
* BUNTON/GOODALL
* HAHN
* SIMPLICITY
* BRIGGS & STRATTON
* HARLEY-DAVIDSON GOLF CARS FEATURING A 15% DISCOUNT ON ALL HARLEY-DAVIDSON GOLF CAR PARTS PURCHASED BY FEBRUARY 15, 1982.

ROBERTSON TURF CARE PRODUCTS
612/455-8500
4600 Akron Avenue
Inver Grove Hts., MN 55075
Best Wishes For
A Happy Holiday Season!
TURF SUPPLY CO.

Wipe out dollar spot before
dollar spot wipes out your
greens. Daconil 2787® fungicide.

TURF SUPPLY COMPANY
- Chemicals  - Fungicides  - Turf Supplies
2970 Dodd Road  St. Paul, Minnesota 55121
(612) 454-3106